Thursday, July 9, 2020 at 9:06:32 PM Eastern Daylight Time

Subject: Re: Can you come to Elgin Thursday evening?
Date: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 3:35:51 PM Eastern Standard Time
From: tstoner@harvestbiblechapel.org
To:
jlucido@harvestbiblechapel.org, cbarkow@harvestbiblechapel.org,
dweidman@harvestbiblechapel.org, DBirkenstock@harvestbiblechapel.org,
jsharda@harvestbiblechapel.org, jdecort@harvestbiblechapel.org,
kalNeri@harvestbiblechapel.org, msmalenberger@harvestbiblechapel.org,
rlabib@harvestbiblechapel.org

Thanks Jeﬀ. Here is the plan for tomorrow:
Elgin: Tim, Jeﬀ L, Jeﬀ S
RM: Michelle, Darrin, Carl, Kelly
CL: Richard (you da man Richard!)
Aurora: Joe D
Please arrive by 6:30ish to meet up and (hopefully) pray with your elder(s)
Here is what has changed since Monday night:
Sally has made a few small changes to her document. She is aZaching the SDK summary report
to her document, which is going to be signiﬁcantly "beefed up" per our request. I hope to have
the new dra_ report to all of you someNme this evening. This single report (combining Sally and
SDK) is what will be posted online right a_er the meeNng tomorrow evening.
Brian Laird and I are speaking from Elgin. We expect about 25 minutes. No open mike Nme, just
inviNng people to come up a_er if they have quesNons. This is where you guys come in. Please
stand near your elder and be available to support as needed, especially if people have quesNons
about what the FC does now.
You already saw - no Sally - but the elders last night also encouraged me to not try to apologize
or jusNfy that the "full report" is not available. Since the summary is going to be much more
substanNal, I will probably not even menNon there was another report. I'll send you my 'near
ﬁnal' script later tonight.
Let me know if you have quesNons re this. Thanks!
From: Jeﬀ Lucido <jlucido@harvestbiblechapel.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2019 2:51 PM
To: Tim Stoner <tstoner@harvestbiblechapel.org>; Carl Barkow <cbarkow@harvestbiblechapel.org>; Darrin
Weidman <dweidman@harvestbiblechapel.org>; Diane Birkenstock <DBirkenstock@harvestbiblechapel.org>;
Jeﬀ Sharda <jsharda@harvestbiblechapel.org>; Joe Decort <jdecort@harvestbiblechapel.org>; Kelly AlNeri
<kalNeri@harvestbiblechapel.org>; Michelle Smalenberger <msmalenberger@harvestbiblechapel.org>;
Richard Labib <rlabib@harvestbiblechapel.org>
Subject: Re: Can you come to Elgin Thursday evening?

Tim,
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